
PACK N RACK INSTRUCTIONS

PARTS LIST
A. RECEIVER BASE A
B. 5/8 LOCK NUTS X 4
C. 5/8 CARRIAGE BOLTS X 4
D. BOX BASE
E. PUNCHED FLAT BAR X 2 D
F. T-HANDLE B C
G. SPRING
H. SMALL PIN L
I. LARGE PIN
J. CLEVIS O
K. O-RINGS X 4 E
L. 1 ½ BRASS WASHER M
M. 5/8 BRASS WASHER
N. 5/8 STANDARD WASHER G H J N
O. 5/8 X 5 ½ BOLT F I P
P. 5/8 LOCK NUT

TOOLS NEEDED
9/16 WRENCH K
15/16 WRENCH

Having trouble with assembly? You can call 800-809-4118 M-F 8-5. 

NOTES

If your unit included the cargo basket for the top it will also have its own set of instructions.  They are available to purchase separately on

Once everything is installed you can adjust Nut P to get the desired rigidness in the rotation.

If you chose to buy the box separately you will need to turn the box onto its top, place the box base(D) on the box, and drill 4 holes.  The holes should
line up with the 4 raised points on the bottom of the box.

Never drive with the box in the unlocked position.

If your unit comes with our Slacknator 4 it will have a separate parts pack with instructions and would be installed after step 3

 our website at www.laguarddog.com.
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Place A on ground or go ahead and insert Place D over the hole with angles facing Flip both pieces over and use N & P to tighten

into vehicle receiver with the plate facing up down and insert O.
Put M inside of L over the hole on plate. no slack but loose enough it will still rotate.
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Insert the entire assembly into the receiver of Insert F into G & D.  Pull the spring up Place 1 K over each of the holes on top of D.
your vehicle and secure with I & J. and insert H through G to lock F in place.
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Push the C's up through the bottom if you want to 
Place the box onto D, latches out, being  Place both E's into the box and line up force the box to be open to remove the nuts (more 

the holes then put one C into each of secure). Screw B's onto C's.  Do not over tighten 
you put over the holes. to the point the floor deforms. Installation complete.

the bolt.  Tighen it enough so where there is

carefull not to move the o-rings that
the holes. i.e. C into E, box, K then D 
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